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Abstract

This thesis addresses the spatial distribution and dynamics of vascular plant species in 

modern agricultural landscapes in SE Norway. This is done by analysing several data sets 

for species composition and environmental factors; the most important are 2201 patch 

elements located in 16 1-km2 squares in SE Norway; data from farm ponds; and two data 

sets from present and former semi-natural grasslands, respectively. Eventually, results are 

compared to a companion study in a more traditional agricultural landscape of W Norway. 

Spatial and temporal patterns in species richness and composition are analysed by habitat 

specificity measures, ordination analyses and generalised linear modelling. A semi-natural

affiliation index is used to assess the affiliation of each patch's flora to long-term 

extensively managed semi-natural grasslands versus intensively used agricultural land and 

waste ground.

This thesis also includes a theoretical evaluation of habitat specificity indices,

which forms the basis for the empirical studies. The theoretical study provides arguments 

for use of gamma diversity contribution and core habitat specificity measures in parallel 

and the empirical studies show that the context used for quantifying habitat specificity 

strongly influences the results. High values for both measures were observed for woodland, 

pastures and road verges, whereas midfield islets, boundaries and ploughed land types

were in general ranked low, in both modern and traditionally used landscapes. These

findings were also supported by the semi-natural affiliation index. Semi-natural grassland 

species were scatteredly distributed throughout whole landscapes but peaked in woodlands

in addition to semi-natural grasslands. Both information on past land-use derived from an 

old cadastral map in addition to results from the study of modern agricultural landscape 

patches characterised by the semi-natural species Scorzonera humilis, indicate that many 

semi-natural affiliated species persist long after management practices has come to an end,

and that an extinction debt may be present in the flora of abandoned grassland patches.

Floristic gradients of agricultural landscape patch types identified by ordination 

methods were related to regrowth succession (reflecting long-term management and land-

use intensity) and nutrient status. On the other hand, farm pond ecosystems showed few 

patterns in species compositional change over time, even though a slight increase in the 

nutrient content of pond waters was observed. The results indicate that plant species 
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composition in ponds will largely be determined by historical, idiosyncratic events in 

addition to current environmental conditions.

To acquire a better basis for assessment of the status for rare, red-listed species, 

mapping and monitoring is necessary. Predictive habitat distribution models, which relate 

the geographical distribution of a species to its environment, are shown to be a promising 

tool in ecology. By using spatial predictions, sampling efficiency of rare species may be 

increased and finding new occurrences of rare species may be simplified. The applied use 

of habitat suitability models has been explored by making fine-scaled spatial predictions of 

a red-listed species, Scorzonera humilis, in Norway. Use of independent evaluation data 

adds strongly to credibility of habitat suitability models of rare species.
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Introduction

Agricultural landscapes are landscapes of change and have been influenced by humans

over generations (Norderhaug et al., 1999). Conjunctures, technology, agricultural and

environmental policies, in addition to environmental factors such as climate and soil 

conditions, will strongly affect the way we choose to utilise the landscape. During the past 

decades a polarisation has taken place within the agricultural landscape; already 

intensively managed land is subjected to increasingly intensified use while more 

extensively managed land is abandoned (Robinson and Sutherland, 2002; Poschlod et al., 

2005). After World War II the Norwegian authorities have encouraged farmers to change 

from farming involving domestic animals to production of grain in those parts of the 

country where the natural conditions make this possible. This is especially relevant for the 

south-eastern part of Norway and has been supported by economical measures. 

Consequently, this polarisation process may lead to a less complex landscape structure. It

is assumed that the simplification may reduce biodiversity at all levels (ecosystem, 

community, species, population and genes). Such biological changes may have wide-

ranging consequences, the nature and extent of which remain largely unknown (Loreau et 

al., 2001).

Less than 3% (10 903 km2) of the total land area in Norway is used for cultivation

purposes (Strand and Bekkhus, 2008). This is a low figure compared to for instance

neighbouring countries [Sweden: 6%; Finland: 8%; Denmark: 53% (Anonymous, 2009)].

However, the agricultural landscape may also be defined as agricultural land including all 

areas within a 100 meter buffer zone around this land type (Strand and Eriksen, 2008). 

According to this definition the Norwegian agricultural landscape covers (29 073 km2) or 

9% of the total Norwegian land area. Approximately 40% of the total Norwegian cultivated 

agricultural area occurs within the south-eastern part of the country, comprising the 

counties Østfold, Vestfold, Akershus, Hedmark and Oppland. The landscape in this region

is mainly characterised by large, contiguous areas of ploughed land. In the more 

mountainous parts of the country and along the fjords in the western part of Norway,

agriculture is typically concentrated along the more productive river plains of the valley 

floors. Additionally, steep hill sides facilitate animal husbandry and the landscape is in 

general more fine-scaled due to terrain variation (Hamre et al., 2007).
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Vascular plants represent an important part of landscape biodiversity. Many of the 

typical species occurring in the agricultural landscape are culturally dependent, i.e. active 

management is crucial for their continued existence (Brys et al., 2004). To successfully 

manage semi-natural grasslands, knowledge of ecological processes which determine 

floristic variation is of importance (Økland et al., 2006; Klimek et al., 2007). Traditionally,

infield patches were grazed during springtime and then mown and dried ultimo July when 

the livestock was situated in the outfields (Norderhaug et al, 1999). These practices were

followed by late summer grazing. This created light-open semi-natural grasslands

inhabited by plant species that are specifically adapted to these management practices, i.e. 

semi-natural grasslands species. Long continuity of management such as grazing or 

mowing is one of the most important factors for maintenance of high species richness in 

semi-natural grasslands (Cousins et al., 2007).

Small patches of remnant vegetation (e.g. midfield islets, ponds, woodlots, former 

hay-meadows or grazing-land) may hold a key position in intensively managed landscapes

by serving as the only hospitable habitat islands for a wide range of species (Cousins and 

Lindborg, 2008). Linear landscape elements such as ditches, hedgerows, field margins and 

road verges may also function as habitats in their own right as well as by linking habitat 

patches together (Berge and Hestmark, 1997). Semi-natural grasslands like hay meadows 

were widespread across Europe less than one century ago but have declined since then 

(Van Dijk, 1991). This also holds true for farm ponds (Edvardsen and Økland, 2006a).

Formerly, farm ponds could be the only source of water at a farm and they commonly had 

multiple functions there. At present modern equipment and technology like water conduit 

systems and easy access to fodder intended for domestic animals have made habitats like 

farm ponds and hay-meadows superfluous. Assisted by a strong reduction in farms in 

Norway (2 out of 3 holdings have closed down during the time period 1949-1999; 

Anonymous, 2002), many of the species typically associated with small, eutrophic water 

bodies and other marginal habitat patch types in the agricultural landscape are now 

becoming rare and red listed (Kålås et al., 2006). Consequently, knowing the variation in 

species composition and species richness in modern agricultural landscapes is important 

for appropriate biodiversity management. 

Diversity indices as tools for conservation measures and recognition of unique sites

Biodiversity has long remained a difficult concept (Noss, 1990), notably because of the 

many different aspects of biological diversity that can be measured (e.g., see Whittaker,
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1972; Peet, 1974; Pielou, 1975; Magurran, 1988). Ecologists commonly group species 

diversity measures into three categories: within-community diversity (�), between-

community diversity (�), and total diversity within a region or study area (�) (Whittaker,

1960; 1972). However, the concepts of within- and between-community diversity are 

complex. Within-community diversity may include richness (the number of species present 

within an area) and/or evenness (equitability of species in the community with respect to 

biomass or other aspects of abundance). Additionally, indices may also combine both

richness and evenness [e.g. Shannon’s (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) and Simpson’s (1949) 

indices].

A main goal of conservation biology is to find appropriate management strategies 

for preservation of nature’s variation. This holds for regional-landscape, community-

ecosystem, population, species, and genetic levels of biological organisation.

Characterising landscape biodiversity in a way that reflects conservation value has long 

remained a challenge (Stohlgren et al., 1997; Økland et al., 2006). Areas are often targeted

for conservation purposes because of which species, rather than the number of species, it 

holds. As a possible solution to this challenge Wagner and Edwards (2001) proposed the 

concept of 'habitat specificity'. This quantitative expression reflects each patch's

contribution to species richness at the landscape scale. Habitat specificity indices represent

richness (�) and/or distinctiveness (�) components of diversity. The latter may be defined 

by �� and �� (landscape) diversity in two alternative ways: multiplicatively (
�
�� � )

(Whittaker, 1960) and additively ( ��� �� )(MacArthur et al., 1966; Lande, 1996).

Habitat specificity analysis thus provides a tool for partitioning landscape species 

diversity on landscape elements, notably by separating patches with many rare specialist

species from patches with the same number of species, all of which are common 

generalists. Such information will thereby provide knowledge of relevance to conservation 

goals at regional and national levels. Species diversity indices are therefore potentially

important as quantitative tools by estimating each patch's value for different conservation 

purposes in the landscape.

Biodiversity assessment by use of habitat distribution modelling

Mapping the distribution and monitoring the populations of rare species is required for 

management of biological diversity (Kålås et al., 2006). Using predictive habitat 

distribution models has become a promising tool in ecology (Guisan and Zimmermann, 
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2000; Guisan et al., 2006). This is done by relating the geographical distribution of a 

species to its environment. Such species – environment relationships are generally based 

on hypotheses about how environmental factors control the distribution of species.

Information about population trends, e.g. by habitat suitability modeling methods, may

therefore provide valuable supplementary information of status for species associated with 

agricultural land. This relates to the rapid shifts in agricultural land-use in addition to the 

large quantities of red-listed species associated with such habitats (Kålås et al., 2006).

Persistence of semi-natural grassland species gives rise to extinction debt

Patterns of variation in species richness and composition (commonly expressed by 

coenoclines; Whittaker, 1967) relates both to environmental or historical complex factors 

(Økland, 1990). However, land-use history may in general be difficult to measure and 

decode into present explanatory variables due to the large variation in land-use practices 

over time (Vandvik and Birks, 2002). Furthermore, this is complicated by variation in the 

spatial scales over which land-use practices impact the landscape. Old aerial photographs

and digitised old cadastral maps, however, provide useful information on former land-use 

and past land-use geometry (Hamre et al., 2007). 

Comparisons of present and historical landscape patterns clearly demonstrate the 

ongoing loss of traditionally managed and species-rich semi-natural grasslands. This 

process in turn leads to a decline in vascular plant species associated with such habitats 

(Luoto et al., 2003). The affiliation of the flora of any patch in a landscape to extensively

managed semi-natural grasslands can be approached by calculating a semi-natural 

grassland affiliation index (SNI; Edvardsen et al., in press). This index reflects species 

composition in each patch or patch type, calculated as the proportion of semi-natural 

species compared to species associated with intensively used agricultural land and waste 

ground (habitats mostly dominated by ruderal species). The abundance and persistence of

species affiliated with semi-natural grasslands are determined by interaction between 

several factors, of which habitat quality is important. Habitat quality is reduced by use of 

pesticides and fertiliser (Willi et al., 2005), which may subsequently facilitate nitrophilous 

species. Furthermore, abandonment of formerly extensively used areas is mostly

accompanied by regrowth (Strijker, 2005), most often to (re-)forestation of grasslands 

which eventually turn into secondary woods (Hamre et al., 2007). Such abandoned habitat 

patches are often marginal; situated in rugged terrain and commonly not easy accessible by 

agricultural machinery, and thus their economical profit is low.
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Nevertheless, historical land-use factors may influence species composition for 

several decades after direct management has come to an end (Tilman et al., 1994). The 

time-lagged response offers an opportunity for many species to disperse into other patch 

types in the modern agricultural landscape, if such patches exist. Many species typical of 

semi-natural grasslands have long-lived individuals that may persist for a long time after 

abandonment. This discrepancy between current species composition and environmental 

factors has been referred to as an extinction debt (Tilman et al. 1994). The extent to which 

the flora of agricultural landscapes of different kinds exhibits extinction debts is, however, 

not yet settled (Cousins 2009).

Spatial and temporal dynamics

The complex interacting factors portraying the cause and effect of changes in the 

agricultural landscape operate on both spatial and temporal scales (Farina, 1998). Spatial 

patterns are somewhat difficult to verify and this may also be the case with patterns 

reflecting different time periods. Most ecological studies of plants in agricultural 

landscapes have focused on selected species (e.g. Brys et al., 2004) or patch types [e.g. 

meadows (Losvik, 2007); field margins (Smart et al., 2002)], most often within a smaller 

geographical area (see Bratli et al., 2006). Assessment of biodiversity at the landscape 

scale has long remained a challenge (Waldhardt 2003) and few studies have addressed 

species distributional patterns in entire landscapes (but see Økland et al., 2006; Liira et al., 

2008). In this thesis I intend to explore the patterns of variation in species composition and 

richness that occur in agricultural landscapes. Specifically, I examine which landscape 

elements contribute to landscape species diversity and the relationship between species 

composition/richness and environmental and land-use factors. Understanding the ecology 

of agricultural landscape patches and identifying the factors which contribute to spatial and 

temporal patterns of species composition and diversity, is of importance for the applied 

management and use of agricultural landscapes in the future.
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Aims of the study
The general purpose of this study was to examine spatial and temporal dynamics in 

vascular plant species composition and diversity in modern agricultural landscapes and to 

distinguish which factors contribute to these patterns.

More specifically I wanted:

Paper I (i) to examine the concept of habitat specificity as a family of diversity 

indices for ranking of patches in a landscape on the basis of their species content; (ii) to 

compare variants of habitat specificity indices by use of theoretical reasoning and real 

example data from modern agricultural landscapes; and (iii) to discuss the practical 

usefulness of different habitat specificity indices. 

Paper II (i) to examine if rare species tend to co-occur in the same types of habitat 

patches in the modern agricultural landscape; (ii) to identify the land types that hold the 

most habitat specific flora; and (iii) to search for relationships between habitat specificity 

and the characteristics of single landscape elements such as area, shape and basic 

ecological properties.

Paper III (i) to explore how intensification or abandonment processes in modern 

agricultural landscapes influence species composition in semi-natural grasslands by using 

Scorzonera humilis as a characteristic species of extensively managed grasslands; will the 

species exploit new habitats or is it restricted to its original habitat?; (ii) to discuss the 

relevance of these results for the broader evaluation of the future prospects for semi-natural 

grassland species in modern agricultural landscapes.

Paper IV (i) to study vegetational changes in 63 ponds in the SE Norwegian 

agricultural landscape over a six-year period; and (ii) to discuss factors that may be 

decisive for the observed patterns.

Paper V (i) to explore the applied use of habitat suitability modelling as a tool for 

making spatial predictions of occurrences of a red-listed vascular plant species associated 

with semi-natural grasslands in Norway, Scorzonera humilis, on a fine scale using accurate 
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georeferenced data for all records; and (ii) to discuss the use of independent evaluation 

data for evaluation of such models.

Paper VI (i) to examine variation in, and factors that affect, overall patterns of

vascular plant species richness, species composition and habitat specificity among patches 

and patch types in an agricultural landscape created by traditional agricultural management 

practices; and (ii) to compare present patterns of vascular plant distributions with 

information on past land-use derived from a map from 1865.
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Methods

Study areas and sampling design
The study areas included in this thesis are located within the SE part of Norway (Papers I-

V), comprising the neighbouring counties Østfold, Vestfold, Akershus, Hedmark and 

Oppland, in addition to one site in W Norway (Sogn og Fjordane; Paper VI) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Map showing all study sites; 2201 patches located within 16 1-km2 plots in green 

(Papers I and II), 237 Scorzonera humilis patches located within 61 1-km2 squares in red 

(Papers III and V), 63 farm ponds located within 43 sites in black (Paper IV) and the Ornes 

study area in yellow (Paper VI).

The agricultural landscape of the study area in SE Norway (Papers I-V) is mostly 

flat and open, surrounded by more or less extensive woodlands. All sites were located in 

the lowland boreal, boreo-nemoral or southern boreal vegetation zones and situated in the 

indifferent, markedly or slightly oceanic vegetation section (Moen et al. 1999). The study 

sites which are described in Paper I-V will be referred to as modern agricultural 
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landscapes. They more or less comprise patches of larger areas which have been subjected 

to intensive land-use practices like ploughing, sowing, fertilisation and herbicides during 

the past decades (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Distribution of different patch types in the 3Q study area (Papers I and II),

exemplified by this 1-km2 square from Stange, Hedmark. See Paper II for detailed 

information on patch types.

The Ornes study site (Paper VI) is located in Sogn og Fjordane, W Norway, and 

belongs to the southern boreal and slightly oceanic vegetation zone (Moen et al. 1999).

This study area has been created by traditional agricultural management practices and still

contains some patches that are mown (mulched) and that have not been cultivated or 

fertilised by mineral fertiliser. Even though various land-cover and structural changes have

occurred during the past centuries, much of the long-established structural pattern is still 

present, as judged by comparison of the present patch structure with a cadastral map from 

1865. This study area will thus be referred to as a fine-scaled, more or less traditional 

agricultural landscape (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the different patch types in the Ornes study area mapped in 2002 

(from Hamre et al., 2007).

Papers I and II are based upon analysis of an extensive data set that includes 2201 

patches. These were picked from 16 randomly selected 1-km2 plots implemented in the 

national monitoring programme '3Q' (Dramstad et al. 2002). The 3Q-plots are distributed 

across the country in proportion to the area cover of agricultural land and spatial 

heterogeneity of land-type patches (see Bratli et al. 2006 for more details). A similar 

procedure based upon 3Q was used to select a total of 63 farm ponds and their adjacent

margins included in Paper IV. The Scorzonera humilis data set (Papers III and V) 

comprises 237 patches, all of which have been identified during field work in the six 

southernmost municipalities of Østfold county. Finally, the Ornes study area included in 

Paper VI comprises 205 patches which were included in a land consolidation process in 

1865 and is therefore also covered by an old cadastral map (scale 1:2 000).

An a priori classification of the landscape into patch and boundary types was made

for the study sites included in Papers I-II, IV and VI. This categorization was based on a 

slight modification of the classification system used in the 3Q programme (see Bratli et al. 

2006 for more details). Detailed maps showing patch structure were constructed by 

interpretation of aerial photographs (Papers I-II and IV) or existing economic map (N5,

scale 1:5 000; Paper VI) followed by field validation. Patches holding Scorzonera humilis
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(Papers III and V) were classified according to Naturtyper i Norge ('Nature types in 

Norway'; NiN; Halvorsen et al. 2009; see Paper III for details about delimitation of these 

patches). All species were registered present or absent in each patch, except from the Ornes 

study area where presence of vascular plants was recorded using an ordinal scale (1 = 

scattered, 2 = widely spread and 3 = dominant).

Relevant environmental variables such as patch geometry, habitat diversity, 

geographical positioning, various ecological factors including present and historical land-

use and human impact variables were recorded for each patch (see individual papers for 

more details). All variables were zero skewness transformed (Økland et al. 2001) in order 

to improve homoscedasticity and then brought onto a standard 0–1 scale by ranging.

Statistical analyses
A variety of statistical methods was used in analysing different data sets in this thesis. 

Patterns of spatial and temporal dynamics in vascular plant species composition and 

diversity in the agricultural landscapes were examined by ordination methods, habitat 

specificity analyses and calculation of the semi-natural affiliation index (Papers I-IV and 

VI). Additionally, habitat suitability modelling was used to predict the distribution of a 

semi-natural grassland species, Scorzonera humilis (Paper V).

Habitat specificity analyses (see Paper I for details) were performed to examine 

whether rare species tend to co-occur in the same types of habitat patches in the studied 

landscape (Paper II). These analyses also did identify the land types that hold the most 

habitat specific flora. Furthermore, the semi-natural grassland affiliation index (SNI) was 

used to investigate the distribution of semi-natural grassland species among defined 

landscape patch types (see Paper II for details on SNI). For the 2201 patches data set 

(Paper II) split-plot GLM and semivariance analyses were used to partition the variation in 

habitat specificity at different sampling scales along with analysing spatial patterns.

Species compositional patterns and patterns of species compositional change were 

analysed by DCA (detrended correspondence analysis; Hill and Gauch, 1980) and 

GNMDS (global non-metric multidimensional scaling; Minchin, 1987) ordination in 

parallel, and finally, by interpretation of ordination results the most suitable method was 

chosen (Papers III, IV and VI; see e.g. Paper III for details on ordination methods).

Relationships between explanatory variables and patterns in species composition, habitat 
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specificity and semi-natural affiliation were interpreted by correlation analyses and 

generalised linear modelling (GLM).

A habitat suitability model (HSM) for the red-listed plant species Scorzonera 

humilis, which is characteristic of extensively managed semi-natural grasslands, was made 

and eventually evaluated (Paper V). A maximum-likelihood modelling method based upon 

the maximum entropy principle was used to produce the habitat suitability model for 

Scorzonera humilis within the study area (see Paper V for details on HSM).

All statistical analyses were carried out using R software (R Core Development 

Team 2009) and/or ArcGIS 9.3 (Anonymous 2008). Ordination analyses were performed

using library vegan (Oksanen et al. 2009). The Maxent programme (Phillips et al. 2006) 

was used for making HSM.
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Summary of results 

The concept of habitat specificity (Paper I)

In this paper we demonstrate that the original habitat specificity concept of Wagner and 

Edwards (2001) consists of three independent components: core habitat specificity 

(uniqueness of the species composition), patch area and patch species richness. Habitat 

specificity can thus be seen as a family of indices that may include either area or richness 

components, or none or both, and that may open for use of different types of mean in the 

calculation of core habitat specificity. Core habitat specificity is a beta diversity measure: 

the effective number of communities in the landscape, whereas habitat specificity weighted 

by species number is a gamma diversity measure: the effective number of species that a 

patch contributes to landscape richness. By comparing 12 different habitat specificity 

indices by theoretical reasoning and by use of field data our results show that habitat 

specificity indices are strongly influenced by weights of patch area and patch species 

richness, in addition to the relative contribution of rare vs. common species (type of mean). 

Habitat specificity in modern agricultural landscapes (Paper II)

By analysing species data from 2201 patch elements in SE Norwegian modern agricultural 

landscapes we find that the context used for measuring habitat specificity strongly 

influences the results. In general the gamma diversity contribution and core habitat 

specificity calculated from the patch data set were correlated, but this did not hold true for 

ploughed land patch types. High values for both measures were observed for woodland, 

pastures and road verges whereas midfield islets and boundary transitional types were 

ranked low, as opposed to findings in some traditional, extensively managed agricultural 

landscapes. The semi-natural affiliation index also peaked and dropped in the 

corresponding patch types. On the other hand results obtained by use of checklist data from 

the same study area diverged from patch data; ploughed land types were ranked high, 

whereas woodland was ranked low. Several environmental variables, patch geometry and 

habitat diversity were significant predictors of habitat specificity. Light and nitrogen were 

negatively related to habitat specificity whereas moisture, habitat diversity and patch 

geometry (area, perimeter and shape) influenced habitat specificity positively.
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The present distribution of a rare, semi-natural grassland species in a modern

agricultural landscape: exploitation of new habitats or the ghost of meadows past? 

(Paper III)

Half of the species observed in patches with Scorzonera humilis obtained positive semi-

natural affiliation index values, demonstrating that many of the species associated with 

extensive management and semi-natural grassland habitats are still present within modern 

agricultural landscape patches. Historical land-use may thus influence species composition 

for several decades after direct management has come to an end, as was the case for almost 

all of the investigated patches. One major floristic gradient was identified by ordination 

methods and that was related to regrowth succession and nutrient status. The short gradient 

in addition to strong overlap between patch types indicate that the studied patch types, for 

instance roadsides and semi-natural grasslands, have many species in common. The results 

indicate a time-lagged response to abandonment, which offers an opportunity for many 

species to disperse into other patch types in the modern agricultural landscape, if suitable 

patches exist. Such patches will, however, be impacted by the surrounding landscape 

matrix.

Temporal and spatial dynamics of vascular plants in SE Norwegian farm ponds

(Paper IV)

Species compositional changes in farm ponds during a moderately short time interval (six 

years) were small. We therefore inferred from the results that chance events are important, 

that the system as such has high degree of unpredictability and that more than six years are 

needed to detect significant species occurrence trends for a majority of species in this 

ecosystem. The species composition seems mainly to be determined by idiosyncratic 

combinations of environmental variables, historical events and random factors, specific for 

each pond. Once the vegetational community has been established, management practices 

and environmental factors play less important roles. On the other hand, some significant 

species compositional changes could be seen in the adjacent pond margins, related to a 

geographical gradient in addition to eutrophication. This was also in accordance with the 

observation that an eutrophication has taken place within the six-year study period.
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A fine-scaled habitat suitability model for the red-listed vascular plant Scorzonera 

humilis (Paper V)

Habitat suitability modelling (HSM) performed by Maxent revealed a high AUC value 

(0.964) which corresponded to good or excellent model performance. The predictor 

variables distance to nearest road and cover by arable land contributed most strongly to the 

Maxent model. There was a significant positive relationship between relative predicted 

probabilities of occurrence and true probability of presence tested by field evaluation data.

Nevertheless, prevalence was low; Scorzonera humilis was only observed in 14 of the 528 

sample plots in the evaluation data set and the evaluation of the Maxent model by the 

independent evaluation data set resulted in an AUC value of 0.810. Our results strongly 

emphasize the importance of validating HSM models by use of independently sampled 

evaluation data. We conclude that habitat suitability modelling may be a cost-efficient 

supplement to monitoring and inference about the distribution of rare species.

Plant species richness, composition and habitat specificity in a Norwegian 

agricultural landscape (Paper VI)

The main vegetation gradient in species composition primarily reflected long-term 

management (land-use) intensity and spanned from intensively managed fields to 

extensively managed semi-natural grasslands and woodlands. The second ordination axis

separated open land from patches not in agricultural use. Both species richness and habitat 

specificity decreased with increasing management intensity. The two measures of habitat 

specificity in addition to number of species both peaked in semi-natural grasslands. Strong 

correlations between core habitat specificity and the gamma diversity contribution of 

individual patches could be seen, with the exception of vegetable fields. Semi-natural 

grassland species occurred throughout the landscape, although with some concentration to 

semi-natural grasslands and woodlands. Comparison of the present patterns of vascular 

plant distributions with information on past land-use derived from a map from 1865, 

indicated that species typical of semi-natural grasslands persist long after land-use 

activities have come to an end and that there is an extinction debt in the vascular flora.
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General discussion and concluding remarks

This study demonstrates the applied use of habitat specificity analysis as a tool for 

partitioning the landscape species diversity on landscape elements by separating patches 

with many rare specialist species from patches with the same number of species, all of 

which are common generalists (Papers I, II and VI).

Habitat specificity, corresponding to the original concept used by Wagner and

Edwards (2001), is shown to be a family of diversity indices which are influenced by 

weights like patch area and species richness, in addition to the contribution of rare versus 

common species (corresponding to 'type of mean') (Paper I). In Paper I we sort out the 

different components of which habitat specificity is composed, and relate these 

components to the standard terminology of biological d����	�
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which is the more recent of these. We argue that patch size cannot be distinguished as an

attribute directly related to patch distinctiveness. Removing the area and richness 

components from habitat specificity indices thus leaves core habitat specificity, which is an 

index of multiplicative patch �-diversity that represents the number of exclusive species in 

each patch. This is illustrated by an example of a patch holding some very rare species in 

addition to some common ones. Such a patch will obtain lower values for core habitat 

specificity than patches with the same number of rare species but no common ones. This 

indicates that the former patch is less unique because in addition to its very rare species it 

shares a larger fraction of species with other patches. We show that, in addition to core 

habitat specificity, the gamma diversity contribution stand out as a particularly valuable 

indicator of biodiversity.

The positive relationship between core habitat specificity and both area and species 

richness reveals that patches with few species mainly hold common species and contribute 

less to landscape �-diversity than patches with more species. Furthermore, species will be 

added in sequence of increasing rareness with larger areas. This may be attributed to the 

generally positive species-area relationship (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967). This 

relationship is often explained by higher diversity of habitat types in larger areas. On the 

other hand, habitat specificity based upon the harmonic mean and weighted by species 

richness (Lu et al., 2007) represents the contribution of each patch to landscape (�)
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diversity. Such total species richness indices give prevalence to patches that hold many 

species and rare species. Most notably patches that hold many rare species are highlighted, 

i.e. patches that contribute most strongly to landscape �-diversity. 

In discussing the relevance of each index for evaluation of patches in a biodiversity 

context, we conclude that both of the proposed habitat specificity measures are useful as 

indicators of biological diversity. Furthermore, we propose that they should be used in 

parallel to obtain more or less value neutral diversity assessments (Paper II). We also 

propose that core habitat specificity is an ecologically interpretable measure that 

specifically addresses patch uniqueness, while habitat specificity weighted by species

number combines species richness and species composition in ways relevant for 

conservation biological assessment. However, the use of context data is of high importance 

(Paper II). The use of checklist data may for instance alter the outcome of habitat 

specificity index calculations. Caution is therefore needed in interpretation of habitat 

specificity results because modern agricultural landscapes contain several land types which 

are seldom surveyed by botanists, thus being under-represented in checklist (and other 

museum-type) data. This may be exemplified by ploughed land types such as vegetable 

and cereal fields which often hold a specific flora compared other patch types in the 

surrounding landscape. Species typical of such patch types are less documented in 

herbarium and checklist data and this will thus affect results of species diversity 

assessments based upon such data.

In general agricultural landscapes hold many red-listed species (Kålås et al., 2006). 

As discussed above, the use of habitat specificity indices may consequently provide 

information of relevance to conservation goals at regional levels, in addition to the 

classification of locally and nationally rare species. Both measures of habitat specificity 

(based on the 2201 patches data set; Papers I and II) demonstrate that woodland and semi-

natural areas stand out as key indicators of species diversity in the modern agricultural SE 

Norwegian landscape (Paper II). Moreover, woodlands are the only patch type in this data 

set which obtains a positive semi-natural affiliation value. This implies that the woodlands 

hold a higher proportion of species typical of semi-natural grasslands with long-term 

extensive management than all other patch types, including pastures, midfield islets and 

roadsides (see below) (Paper II). Moreover, these results for semi-natural grasslands and 

woodlands also, quite surprisingly, hold true for traditionally managed landscape patches

(Paper VI). Forests located within the matrix of agricultural landscape areas may be of

different origin. They may be secondary forests and some may even still be open and 
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contain semi-natural species because they may have been kept open due to outfield grazing

in the recent past (Bjor and Graffer, 1963). Additionally, road verges, pastures and 

unspecified grassland areas show relatively high values for both habitat specificity indices 

and also possess locally and nationally rare species (Papers II and VI). This demonstrates 

that the presence of natural and semi-natural habitats increases the richness of habitat 

specialists in many types of patches within agricultural landscapes. 

On the other hand, the low index values of semi-natural grassland affiliation for 

many patch types demonstrate that pastures, road verges and unspecified grassland areas

on average contain relatively equal proportions of species affiliated with traditional semi-

natural management practices and intensively managed land (Papers II and VI). This also 

holds true for midfield islets patches included in the 2201 patches data set (Paper II). Such

results contrast the common view that agricultural landscape margins are often associated 

with high diversity (Burel, 1996). Semi-natural species are in general light-demanding,

they prefer unfertilised soil and depend on management intensity and management

practices like mowing (Norderhaug et al., 2000). Most marginal areas like field boundaries 

and midfield islet today are no longer regularly mown, and they may be exposed to 

fertiliser and herbicides. Several such patches have a species composition that resembles 

that of intensively used agricultural land (Bratli et al., 2006); they are species poor, hold 

few unique species and are of low value from a biodiversity conservation point of view. 

In contrast, all patch types included in the Scorzonera humilis study (Paper III) 

obtained positive values for the semi-natural grassland affiliation index (SNI). The overall 

mean SNI value of 0.76 should nonetheless be considered high compared to the patches 

included in the traditionally managed landscape of W Norway. In the traditional landscape 

of W Norway a mean SNI of 0.34 was found both for semi-natural grassland and forest 

patches, whereas roadsides obtained SNI values between –0.25 and 0.25 (Paper VI).

Moreover, as discussed above, only negative SNI values were obtained for all patch types 

included in Paper II except for forests (SNI = 0.29). These apparently paradoxical results

may have several explanations, among others differences (natural or historical) among data 

sets and study areas. The study area in which S. humilis patches are located (Paper III) 

involves a rather fine-scaled agricultural landscape thereby including numerous borderlines 

between a variety of patch types compared to more intensively used and large-scale 

landscapes of Paper II. The findings may also be attributed by the negative relationship 

between habitat specificity and nitrogen availability (Paper II). Such relationship can be 

explained by effects of intensive agricultural activity on the flora of patches (within and) 
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adjacent to arable land, due to fertilisation (Willi et al., 2005). Numbers of ruderal, 

nitrophilous species such as competitive grasses and weedy perennials increase, eventually 

on the cost of overall biodiversity. This may explain why the 3Q study area of mainly 

modern, mostly large-scale agricultural landscapes (Paper II) holds a more trivial species 

composition in addition to many ruderals being favoured by fertility and disturbance.

Furthermore, this also strongly underlines that the studied landscape of SE Norway (Paper 

II) is a modern agricultural landscape in the sense that traditionally managed patches 

hardly occur. Additionally, the S. humilis patches are selectively picked; in general they are

all being characterised by semi-natural species like S. humilis and thus do not comprise a 

representative diversity of patch types within one particular agricultural landscape area.

This may also contribute to the high SNI.

Nevertheless, there are apparent discrepancies between the rather extensively used 

patches in western Norway (Paper VI) compared to the more intensively used SE 

Norwegian S. humilis patches (Paper III), although both of them are rather fine-scaled. The 

findings of relatively high semi-natural affiliation index values emphasise that modern

agricultural landscapes may also stand out as important from a diversity point of view.

They may comprise a multiplicity of land patch types holding a number of exclusive 

species. However, this needs not necessarily to be universal for all such types of 

landscapes but will depend on historical factors and the rate of land-use change.

This study (Paper VI) also underlines the importance of old cadastral maps as an

important source of landscape historical information. Such maps provide information on 

spatiotemporal landscape changes and it is demonstrated that present diversity patterns 

reflect past land-use and management. The high abundance of semi-natural affiliated

species both in abandoned semi-natural grassland areas and forests today (Paper III)

supports the view that due to slow response to altered environmental conditions, many 

species of semi-natural grasslands remain in such habitats for a long time after cessation of 

management (Tilman et al. 1994; Cousins et al., 2007). However, even if such species may

still be present within deteriorating habitats and thereby subjected to very small long-term 

abundance changes, they will eventually go extinct if the habitat is abandoned and the 

habitat quality is reduced. Subsequently, these patches will be increasingly impacted by the 

surrounding landscape matrix. A landscape demonstrating large variation in habitats is thus 

desirable, comprising both small and large patch elements. Semi-open forests, roadsides 

and remnant margin areas may act as refugia as well as source populations in larger meta-

communities for semi-natural affiliated species also belonging to the traditional 
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agricultural landscape which is now rapidly disappearing (Milberg and Persson, 1994).

However, it is clear that appropriate management practices in a landscape perspective will 

therefore be highly important for maintenance of the characteristic vascular plant flora of 

semi-natural grasslands (Paper III).

As discussed above, semi-natural grasslands are biodiversity hotspots in the 

agricultural landscape, also comprising rare species (Losvik, 2007). To be able to detect, 

and thereby monitor and manage, rare or red-listed species habitat suitability modelling

(HSM) may be used (Paper V). Rapid recent developments in HSM methodology 

demonstrate considerable opportunities for improvements in this field (see, e.g. Araújo and

Guisan, 2006). For instance, AUC has long been referred to as the standard measure of 

HSM performance and is considered a good overall indicator of modelling success (Elith et 

al., 2006). In this study we propose that other properties of the receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) curve should also be reported; like maximised sum threshold (MST), 

minimum difference threshold (MDT), sensitivity and specificity values corresponding to 

different relative predicted probabilities of occurrence thresholds. The present study (Paper 

V) confirms results of previous studies (e.g. Elith et al., 2006; Guisan et al. 2006) that 

Maxent produces meaningful HSM models. High predictive power may be due to fine-

scaled resolution of data (25 m linear scale), species occurrence as well as predictor 

variable data. Additionally, to avoid uncertainties in the spatial prediction model of 

Scorzonera humilis this work exclusively makes use of exact, geo-referenced presence 

observations confirmed by field work. Furthermore, we demonstrate that independent 

evaluation data set(s) should be used to address the reliability of HSM models. Such data 

should preferably be collected in the same study area. By involving independent data, the 

prevalence of the species (frequency in the study area) can be estimated. Additionally, the 

relative predicted probability of occurrence (RPPO) values produced by the HSM model 

can be re-interpreted in terms of estimated true probabilities of presence (TPP) in all pixels 

within the study area. Such quantifications add strongly to the value of HSM models for 

rare species making them easier to detect and thereby monitor.

The study of farm ponds gives important insight into the dynamics of hydro- and 

helophytes and terrestrial species associated with such ecosystems in modern agricultural 

landscapes (Paper IV). In general, ponds and other habitat patches in agricultural 

landscapes are heterogeneous and characterised by rather fast land-use changes. Our 

results, though, point to farm ponds as being less dynamic that expected. Despite a shift 

towards higher degree of eutrophication, few distinct trends in temporal development of 
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the heterogeneous macrophyte communities could be seen. However, the patterns were 

somewhat different for hydro- and helophytes in ponds and terrestrial species in pond 

margins. The slow change in aquatic species composition implies that macrophyte 

communities are strongly contingent on each pond’s initial vegetation during the first years 

of establishment. Nevertheless, changes may take place if exceeding a threshold of nutrient 

content. Besides, pond ecosystems are often exposed to disturbances which are likely to 

alter species compositions and create open sites for re-colonisation (Grubb, 1977). In

addition to current environmental conditions, the plant species composition of ponds will 

thereby be determined by historical, often pond-specific events (Jeffries, 2008). The lack 

of strong temporal patterns within the ponds supports our view of chance and 

unpredictability as important factors (Edvardsen and Økland, 2006b). Moreover, ponds 

function as environmental islands in the agricultural landscape (Jennersten et al., 1992). In 

addition to randomness being a structural factor, such islands represent distinct 

communities which show independent development; a process which is also weakening 

temporal trends.

I conclude that knowledge on spatial and temporal patterns of species distribution, 

correspondingly involving diversity and composition, in agricultural landscapes, is highly 

important. Several of the studies that make up this thesis show that key elements of species 

diversity can be identified by habitat specificity measures which can thereby create a basis 

for both conservation and value-neutral practices in modern as well as traditional 

agricultural landscapes. With comprehensive field surveys of species composition and 

detailed information on patch configuration and other environmental variables, e.g. 

obtained from old cadastral maps, diversity patterns and habitat suitability models can be 

derived. The thesis shows that results obtained by these tools may provide valuable insight

in species distributional patterns of whole landscapes, including past, present and potential 

future perspectives.
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Abstract

We aim at exploring the applied use of niche modelling as a tool for making spatial 

predictions of occurrences of red-listed vascular plant species on a small scale (25 m × 25 m 

resolution) using accurate georeferenced data for all records, also discussing the use of 

independent evaluation data for such models. Maxent was performed to make habitat 

suitability models for a red-listed plant species being characteristic of extensively managed 

semi-natural grasslands; Scorzonera humilis. Three sets of model performance were assessed; 

training data available from data-splitting in Maxent, independent evaluation data collected 

during field work in addition to an extended evaluation data set also from the study area. 

AUC values corresponded to good or excellent model performance. There was a significant 

positive relationship between relative predicted probabilities of occurrence and true 

probability of presence, nevertheless, prevalence was low. However, AUC is strongly data-

dependent and other properties of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve like 

maximised sum threshold (MST), minimum difference threshold (MDT), sensitivity and 

specificity values corresponding to different relative predicted probabilities of occurrence 

thresholds are thus reported. The present study demonstrates that habitat suitability modelling 

(HSM) can be seen as a cost-efficient supplement to monitoring and inference about rare 

species distribution. However, evaluation of models is highly important and independent 

evaluation data add strongly to HSM performance for rare species. 
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Introduction

Loss of biological diversity at ever increasing rates is still an ongoing process all over the 

world, mainly due to increasing human impact (Baillie et al. 2004). Redlisting, based on 

evaluation of the risk of species becoming locally or globally extinct, has become an 

important tool in national as well as international biodiversity conservation (Rodrigues et al. 

2006). The nature of being rare implies that red-listed species often have low prevalence 

(frequency of occurrence) within their distribution area, regardless of the extent of this area 

being restricted or larger (Guisan et al. 2006a). Obtaining representative information of status 

and trends for populations of rare species therefore tends to be time consuming and cost-

inefficient because a large proportion of potential sampling sites fails to contain the target 

species. Cost-efficient supplementary alternatives to inference about rare species distribution 

and population trends are therefore needed (Guisan et al. 2006a).

Models by which the known geo-referenced occurrences of a species is used to 

characterize the species’ distribution along the main niche gradients, which is in turn used to 

predict the species’ potential distribution in geographical space, have become a promising

tool for many applied aspects of ecology (Elith et al. 2006, Wisz et al. 2008). Such models are 

alternatively referred to as habitat suitability models (HSM; Hirzel et al. 2006), habitat 

distribution models (HDM; Guisan and Zimmermann 2000), species distribution models 

(SDM; Araújo and Guisan 2006), and ecological niche models (ENM; Peterson 2003). 

Because the output of such models is relative habitat suitability indices (Hirzel and Le Lay 

2008), the term HSM will be used throughout this paper. HSM has proved particularly 

promising for studies of rare plant dynamics because good spatial predictions may increase 

sampling efficiency and assisting detection of new occurrences of rare species (Guisan et al. 

2006ab, Marage et al. 2008, Parolo et al. 2008). Rare species are, however, among the most 

difficult to model by HSM methods (Edwards et al. 2005).

During the last century land-use changes have completely altered traditional 

agricultural landscapes all over Europe. Formerly intensively used areas have become even 

more intensively used, while marginal areas have been abandoned (Haines-Young et al. 

2003). This ongoing polarisation in the landscape has resulted in decline for vascular plant 

species associated with traditionally managed, semi-natural grasslands (Luoto et al. 2003), to 

the extent that more than 25 % of species on the 2006 Norwegian Red List are considered as 

threatened by abandonment and 20 % are threatened by intensification of agricultural 
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practices (Kålås et al. 2006). Information about population trends, e.g. by HSM methods, are 

therefore urgently needed for species associated with agricultural land, for most of which the 

present-day distribution is dependent on management (Cousins and Eriksson 2002). Spatial 

prediction is, however, particularly difficult for rare species that are dependent on 

management, because management is a complex variable with a strong temporal dimension, 

for which proper quantitative information is difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, recent HSM 

studies of management-dependent vascular plants by Marage et al. (2008) and Parolo et al. 

(2008) indicate that HSM may be a valuable tool for improving our knowledge of 

distributional trends for such plant species.

Like all other models, niche models may vary from poor and misleading to excellent 

and informative (Elith et al. 2006, Wisz et al. 2008). Before applied, niche models need to be

evaluated, preferably by use of independent test data (Austin 2007). For rare species present 

in few sites obtaining such data is, however, more difficult as well as and more important than 

for other models (Marage et al. 2008). The high importance of evaluation on independent data 

for such models is due to stronger differences between performance indices based upon 

resubstitution of training data and indices based upon independent evaluation data (cf. Marage 

et al. 2008) and the lower reliability of models trained on sparse than on comprehensive 

presence data (Wisz et al. 2008).

The aim of this study is to explore the applied use of habitat suitability modelling as a 

tool for making spatial predictions of occurrences of a red-listed vascular plant species, 

Scorzonera humilis, which is associated with semi-natural grasslands in Norway. We use 

field-validated presence-only (PO) data for our modelling, tightly integrated within a 

framework of geographical information systems (GIS) as recommended by Bakkestuen 

(2009). Models were trained on fine-scaled resolution environmental and species information 

(25 m linear scale) and evaluated by use of independent data obtained by a field-intensive 

sampling procedure (observations of presence or absence of the modelled species at more than 

500 georeferenced points). A main purpose of the study is to discuss the reliability of HSM 

models for rare species.

Material and methods

The species
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The herbaceous perennial Scorzonera humilis L. (Asteraceae) is a characteristic species of 

extensively managed semi-natural grasslands (Halvorsen et al. 2009), however, it can 

typically also be found in roadsides (A. Edvardsen et al., unpublished data). Its distribution in 

Norway is restricted to the south-eastern part of the country (Lid and Lid 2005), and the 

species is listed as vulnerable (VU) in the 2006 Norwegian Red List (Kålås et al. 2006). Due 

to the polarisation in agricultural landscapes during the past decades, a considerable fraction 

of the area previously covered by semi-natural grasslands has undergone substantial land-use 

change. Consequently S. humilis is at present threatened by agricultural intensivation like 

ploughing and/or exposition to fertiliser, as well as cessation of management and substantial 

regrowth. However, due to a slow response to altered environmental settings, such as 

regrowth, many species (including S. humilis) remain in such habitats for many decades (A. 

Edvardsen et al, unpublished data.).

Study area

Less than 10 S. humilis localities in total, of which only one was discovered after year 1900,

are known from Norway outside Østfold county (www.gbif.no). The study area was therefore 

restricted to the six south-easternmost municipalities of Østfold county, SE Norway, covering 

2305 km2 (Fig. 1) The study area is situated mainly in the boreo-nemoral vegetation zone 

(with few pendants into the south boreal vegetation zone) and the weakly oceanic vegetation 

sector (Moen 1998) and is characterised by modern agricultural practices..

Collection of training data for modelling S. humilis presence

We used all known geo-referenced observations (herbarium and check-list data available from 

the Global Biodiversity Information Facility – Norway data portal, www.gbif.no, extracted 

medio May 2008) as basis for identification of S. humilis presence sites. All of these sites, as 

well as nearby sites that were judged as suitable for the species and locations communicated 

by amateur botanists, were visited during the summer of 2008. All populations and 

individuals of S. humilis that belonged to the same patch type (see below) and that were not 

separated from the nearest neighbouring plant by more than 20 m were considered as one 

patch. Consequently S. humilis populations and individuals that were separated by more than 

20 m were treated as separate patches. In total, S. humilis was found in 237 patches (Fig. 1).
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The patches varied in area from 10 m2 to 2628 m2. All patches were georeferenced by 

standard GPS equipment (accuracy ± 7 m). Species presences, recorded in the field as vectors 

– points (single observations), lines (along roadsides or narrow field margins) or polygons 

(larger observational units) – were entered into ArcGIS 9.3 (Anonymous 2008). GIS was used 

to transform presences in vector format into raster grid cells (pixels) of 25 m × 25 m. 

Presences of S. humilis in the 237 patches will be referred to as the training data set.

Choice and recording of environmental predictors

For our modelling of the relationship between Scorzonera humilis and the environment, we 

used a set of eight variables that were considered the best possible proxies for important niche 

factors that possible to obtain with mapping units (pixels) of 25 m × 25 m (Table 1).

The extent of the study area, with small variation in climatic conditions and, hence, high 

uncertainty of climatic information interpolated from a sparse net of meteorological stations, 

made us restrict ourselves to altitude as a proxy for temperature-dependent regional variation. 

Within this study area, temperature decreases while precipitation (and climatic humidity) 

increases with increasing altitude (Økland 1989). Altitude for each pixel was derived from the 

25 m digital elevation model (DEM) from the National Mapping Authorities in Norway. The 

DEM is originally interpolated from contour lines of 20 m resolution. 

Local environmental factors of general importance for plants, such as soil depth,

wetness, and warmth supply (e.g. Halvorsen et al. 2009), were represented by five variables. 

Solar irradiance was estimated at equinox, winter minimum and summer maximum by

derivation in ArcGIS based on the DEM. The topographic wetness index (TWI; Moore et al. 

1991) was calculated for each pixel to represent the spatial variability of soil moisture. TWI, 

the natural logarithm of the ratio of the catchment area above the pixel (m2·m–1) and tan of the 

terrain slope, is a commonly used surrogate variable for soil moisture.

Ideally, our set of predictors should include (proxies for) all important local basic 

gradients, such as substrate base cation richness and long-term land use, as well as state 

variables such as current land-use and re-growth successional state of abandoned farmland. 

However, area-covering variables that represent these factors were not available. Instead, we 

used digital land-cover information (Digitalt markslagskart, DMK; Bjørdal 2007), available 

as vector format maps to scale 1:5 000, rasterized to pixel size. Because S. humilis is known 

to be associated with semi-natural grassland (which is not recorded as a land-cover class in 

DMK), and because the species currently spreads into road verges (A. Edvardsen et al.,
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unpublished data.), we used GIS to construct two additional variables from DMK data: 

distance to roads and distance to arable land.

Modelling technique

We used Maxent version 3.1.0, default settings (Phillips et al. 2006, Phillips and Dudík 2008), 

a maximum-likelihood modelling method based upon the maximum entropy principle (Jaynes 

1957), to produce a habitat suitability model (HSM) for Scorzonera humilis in the study area.

The training data set of S. humilis presence observations and the eight environmental 

predictors were used as model input. Maxent was chosen because it has proven one of the 

most reliable HSM methods currently available, also compared with methods based upon 

presence-absence (PA) data (Elith et al. 2006, Guisan et al. 2007, Elith and Graham 2009,

Phillips et al. 2009).

The raw Maxent output (relative probabilities pi that sum to 1 over all pixels in the 

study area) were converted into a logistic representation as recommended by Phillips and

Dudík (2008). Because Maxent is based upon PO data the output represents relative

suitability values (Phillips et al. 2006) and is referred to as relative predicted probabilities of 

occurrence (RPPO). Calibration of PO-derived suitability (e.g. RPPO) values to a true-

probability scale requires information on the prevalence (frequency in the study area, given 

the spatial resolution of the grid; Hirzel et al. 2006) of the species (Elith and Graham 2009), 

which with PO-data only is not known. 

Evaluation and use of the model

We used properties of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to evaluate the model 

(Pearce and Ferrier 2000). With PO data, AUC is calculated from a confusion matrix of 

presences and random background points (pseudo-absences) and measures the probability that 

the model will assign a higher habitat suitability value to a randomly selected presence point 

than to a randomly selected point. With PA data, AUC measures the probability that the 

model will assign a higher habitat suitability value to a randomly selected presence point than 

to a randomly selected absence point. 

AUC is a standard measure of HSM performance which is considered a good overall 

indicator of modelling success (e.g. Elith et al. 2006, Wisz et al. 2008), although AUC has

been criticised among others for dependence on species properties such as extent of 
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occurrence and prevalence and for taking into account regions of the ROC space without 

interest for the use of models (Lobo et al. 2008). Accordingly, we also determined threshold 

ROC values that corresponded to two other statistics derived from the ROC curve (see 

Jiménez-Valverde and Lobo 2007); the minimum difference threshold (MDT) and the 

maximised sum threshold (MST), reflecting the ROC values that minimised and maximised

differences between sensitivity and specificity, respectively.

Three sets of model performance statistics were obtained. The first set was obtained 

from the set of 30 % of presence observations in the training data set, set aside by Maxent for 

model evaluation (Phillips et al. 2006). Evaluation by data-splitting is confounded by

sampling bias and other kinds of bias in the data set (Edwards et al. 2006). Testing of HSM 

models on independently sampled test data is therefore strongly recommended (Austin 2007)

but rarely carried out because such data are difficult to obtain, particularly for rare species 

(Engler et al. 2004, Guisan et al. 2006a, Parolo et al. 2008; but see Marage et al. 2008).

In order to address the reliability of HSM models for rare species, we put considerable 

effort into collection of an independent evaluation data set from the study area. To enable 

evaluation of the ability of the Maxent model to predict occurrence of S. humilis over the 

entire span of occurrence probabilities, we built the evaluation data set by randomised 

stratification in ArcGIS, as recommended by Guisan et al. (2006b). We iteratively selected 60 

transects, each with nine 25 m × 25 m sample plots at regular 100 m intervals. This distance 

between sample plots in this evaluation data set was larger than the largest dimension of the 

largest S. humilis patch known from the study area, thus reducing spatial autocorrelation in 

the evaluation data. Selection of transects started by picking one pixel at random from each of

ten decile classes into which the RPPO scale was divided. The ten pixels thereby selected 

were taken as the central sample plots of one transect each. The frequency distribution of

RPPO values of the 90 sample plots on the 10 transects was then inspected. The iteration 

proceeded by picking a new transect centerpixel at random (but no closer than 1 km to any 

sample plot previously picked) from the decile class that was most poorly represented in the 

set of sample plots, followed by updating the frequency distribution. The process was 

repeated until 60 transects had been obtained. The total number of sample plots was 528 

because twelve inaccessible sample plots had to be discarded. Each sample plot was checked 

for true presence or absence of S. humilis during field work in the summer of 2009.

During collection of the evaluation data set, 87 additional observations of S. humilis

were recorded, mostly along the transects. These records were georeferenced and used as an 

extended evaluation data set (of PO observations). For each pixel in this set, the relative 
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predicted probabilities of occurrence (RPPO) were obtained by GIS analysis of Maxent 

output.

AUC values for the set-aside presence data were calculated by Maxent. For the

evaluation data set, we calculated AUC, sensitivity, specificity, MST (maximised sum 

threshold) and MDT (minimised difference thereshold). The evaluation data set was also used 

to model true probability of presence (TPP) as a function of RPPO values (produced by 

Maxent). This was done in two ways. Firstly, we used the records of presence or absence of S.

humilis to calculate the observed frequency of occurrence (OFO) for each decile RPPO class.

Secondly, we used generalised linear models (GLM; Venables and Ripley 2002) with logit 

link and binomial errors (logistic regression) to model TPP as a function of RPPO (see Pearce 

and Ferrier 2000), under the assumption that the detectability of the target species is 1, i.e. 

that the species was detected in all pixels in which it was present. The model logit(p^) = 

f(RPPO) was used to calculate estimates (p^) and 95% confidence intervals for TPP, for all 

pixels, by the inverse logit formula: p^ = exp(f)/[1+exp(f)]. These estimates were summed 

over all pixels to obtain an estimate for the prevalence of S. humilis in the study area.

All statistical analyses were performed using R version 2.9.2 (R Development Core 

Team 2009).

Results

Prediction model

The Maxent habitat suitability model for Scorzonera humilis shown in Fig. 2 obtained a

resubstitution AUC value of 0.964. The prediction map showed RPPO values for the species 

in areas dominated by agricultural land and close to roads in rural regions. This accorded with 

the relative contributions of predictor variables to the Maxent model (Table 2): 46.9 % for 

Distance to nearest road and 38.5 % for distance to arable land. Land-cover classes and 

altitude contributed 7.1 and 5.7 % to the model, respectively, while the contributions of the 

remaining four variables were negligible.

Field validation
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Scorzonera humilis was observed in 14 (2.7 %) of the 528 sample plots in the evaluation data 

set. The observed frequency of occurrence (OFO) in the evaluation data increased as a 

function of the relative predicted probabilities of occurrence (RPPO), as shown both by the 

decile plot (Fig. 3) and, most notably, by the logistic regression model [logit(TPP) = 

4.207·RPPO – 5.798], the slope of which was strongly significantly different from zero (p = 

0.00017; Fig. 4). The prevalence of S. humilis in the study area was estimated to be 0.007, the 

species was thus predicted to be present in 0.7 % of the 3 462 010 (25 m × 25 m) pixels.

Evaluation of the Maxent model by the independent evaluation data set resulted in an 

AUC value of 0.810 (Fig. 5). According to the MDT and MST criteria, the optimal RPPO

thresholds were 0.714 and 0.786, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity of the best 

model according to the MST criterion were 0.769 and 0.728, in that order.

The extended evaluation data set of observed presences recorded during collection of 

the evaluation showed strong concentration of observations to high RPPO classes, although S.

humilis was observed over the entire RPPO range (Fig. 6). The low number of patches 

observed in pixels with RPPO > 90 % accords with the low overall frequency of pixels in this 

class. Pixels were distributed on decile RPPO as follows: < 0.1: 2507662; 0.1–0.2: 313050;

0.2–0.3: 170742; 0.3–0.4: 135974; 0.4–0.5: 119571; 0.5–0.6: 99610; 0.6–0.7: 63716; 0.7–0.8: 

36108; 0.8–0.9: 14049 and > 0.9: 1528.

Discussion

Reliability of the Scorzonera humilis HSM model

AUC values in the ranges 0.9–1.0 and 0.8–0.9 are characterised as corresponding to excellent

and good models [Pearce and Ferrier (2000); Araújo and Guisan (2006)]. The AUC value for 

set-aside test data of 0.96 is in the high end of AUC ranges reported in comparable empirical 

HSM studies (e.g. Guisan et al. 2006b, Hirzel et al. 2006, Wollan et al. 2008), and the AUC 

value for independent evaluation data of 0.81 is well above the median AUC obtained for 

HSM models for species in the extensive NCEAS data, grouped by taxonomy, region, grain 

size or sample size (Elith et al. 2006, Guisan et al. 2007, Wisz et al. 2008). AUC values 

obtained for the S. humilis model are also higher than obtained for comparable models for 

other rare species associated with agricultural land, such as Eryngium spinalba (Marage et al. 
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2008) and Arnica montana (Parolo et al. 2008) in the Alps. Furthermore, AUC values are 

known to be lower for HSM models when the study area does not extent beyond the edges of 

the extent of occurrence of the target species (Lobo 2008), and for species with low 

prevalence (Maggini et al. 2006). Thus, even a cautious interpretation of the AUC results with 

due consideration of the criticism of the AUC by Lobo et al. (2008) clearly shows that our 

habitat suitability model for S. humilis should be considered as very well fitting (see 

discussion of evaluation of HSM models below).

Despite our model for S. humilis is rated as good to excellent by general evaluation 

criteria, we are of the opinion that the model is likely to be burdened by many types of errors 

and uncertainties. These are partly relating to properties of the species such as low 

detectability (Guisan et al. 2006a) and errors in species occurrence data (e.g. determination 

errors; Hirzel and Le Lay 2008), small size and biased (spatial) sampling of training data

(Wisz et al. 2008, Phillips et al. 2009), uncertainties in GIS analyses (Bakkestuen 2009) and

model specification errors, notably overfitting by including too many predictors in the model 

(Wollan et al. 2008).

Low detectability and determination errors do not apply to our case because S. humilis

individuals are easily visible when flowering. Exclusive use of geo-referenced presence 

observations confirmed by own field work also amends shortcomings of herbarium and 

check-list data related to inaccurate localisation. Nevertheless, the training data set is of the 

presence-only type and as such it represents a selective and potentially biased sample. 

Sampling bias is an important source of errors in HSM models, as demonstrated among others 

by Loiselle et al. (2008). Use of information about the intensity of collection activities when 

generating pseudo-absences, may improve Maxent models considerably (Phillips et al. 2009). 

However, because S. humilis is easily detected and has been actively searched for by amateur 

botanists due to its rarity, we believe that museum collection data make up a more 

representative training data set for modelling the distribution of this species (i.e, a set with 

lower sampling bias) as compared to many other species. Our modelling results confirm 

results of previous studies (e.g. Guisan et al. 2006a) that Maxent produces meaningful HSM 

models. 

We think that the fine grain used in the present study of Scorzonera humilis is an 

important reason for high predictive power of the resulting HSM model. Better performance 

of models generated from finer-scaled than from coarser-scaled (1 km linear scale or coarser) 

data is also found in studies by Engler et al. (2004) and Guisan et al. (2007). Most likely, 25

m is an appropriate resolution for modelling S. humilis habitat suitability because the decisive 
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factors for occurrence of the species (see below), such as fine-scaled topography patterns and 

land-use (Halvorsen et al. 2009), vary on similar scales.

The fundamental niche of S. humilis: lessons learnt from the HSM model

Ideally, habitat suitability models attempt at modelling the fundamental niche of a species, i.e. 

to assess limits for all environmental factors within which a species can survive, grow and 

reproduce (Begon et al. 1996). In the real world, however, only a subset of the important 

niche factors can be represented by variables for which full coverage over millions of pixels 

(the number of pixels in the present study is ~3.5 million) can be achieved. Lack of relevant 

predictors is one of the main causes of ecologically misleading HSM models and obtaining 

good predictor variable data is considered one of the main challenges for prediction modelling 

(Hirzel and Le Lay 2008). We are aware that the environmental predictors available for our 

HSM modelling by no means represent all niche factors of potential importance for S. humilis.

Nevertheless, our model satisfies general criteria for a good HSM model. Distance to roads 

and arable land are by far the most important predictors in our model. We cannot rule out that 

this is caused by sample selection bias, i.e. overrepresentation of road verges in the training

data set, in fact the large difference in AUC value between the set-aside training data set and 

the independent evaluation data set suggest that the training data is biased in some way.

Nevertheless, high performance of the model also as evaluated by the independent evaluation 

data suggests that these variables are important for the species. This accords with our 

observations that S. humilis is strongly associated with semi-natural grasslands (which occur 

close to roads and are mostly included in the arable-land category in the land-cover 

classification) and that the species is able to establish in road verges. Road verges, which are 

currently subjected to management practices that resemble traditional use of semi-natural 

grasslands, namely regular cutting (Milberg and Persson 1994), represent the secondmost 

important habitat for S. humilis in the study area.

The two most important predictors of S. humilis occurrence are not environmental as 

such, but represent proxies for decisive factors such as the occurrence of a ‘traditional’ 

management regime by which semi-natural grasslands are maintained by cutting. The 

relatively low contribution of land-cover class relative to the distance variables is likely to be 

due to semi-natural grassland not making up a separate land-cover class. 

Observations made in the field (A. Edvardsen, pers. obs.) indicate that S. humilis

declines rapidly when semi-natural grasslands enter late successional stages characterised by 
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regrowth after abandonment of management. This indicates that information on former and 

current use of semi-natural grassland patches could potentially improve the S. humilis HSM 

model, as demonstrated by Marage et al. (2008), who found that information about the current 

grazing pressure considerably improved a HSM model for Eryngium spinalba. Marage et al. 

(2008) also point to the importance of incorporating historical land-use variables in HSM 

models. Historical land use is one of the most important sets of niche factors for many species 

in agricultural landscapes (Cousins and Eriksson 2002). However, historical maps like old 

cadastral maps are generally not available in digitised form and require considerable 

processing efforts before they can be used for HSM. 

The low contribution of local environmental predictor variables like solar radiation 

and TWI indicates that these factors are not important for this species. Independent analyses 

of variation in species composition and environmental factors in S. humilis patches in the 

study area show that the species occurs over a large range of variation in soil reaction and soil 

moisture (A. Edvardsen et al., unpublished data.). The moderate contribution of altitude 

reflects almost complete restriction of farms (and semi-natural grasslands) and, hence, S.

humilis, to lower altitudes in the study area. 

Evaluation of habitat suitability models

Our results reveal strongly different AUC values by evaluation on set-aside training data 

(Maxent) and on independently collected evaluation data. Similar results have been obtained 

for some data sets by Edwards et al. (2006) and Marage et al. (2008). This lends support to 

the view that evaluation of models should be based upon independent test data from the same 

region as the training data, collected as an endpoint procedure (Austin 2007). Furthermore, it 

may suggest a tendency for the present HSM models for S. humilis as well as for HSM 

models in general, to be overfit to the training data (Peterson et al. 2007).

The present study demonstrates that independent evaluation data can be used for 

several important purposes other than evaluating the HSM model as such. For modelling tools 

such as Maxent, one important extra benefit is that the prevalence of the species (frequency in 

the study area) can be estimated and that the relative predicted probability of occurrence 

(RPPO) values can be re-interpreted in terms of estimated true probabilities of presence 

(TPP). This is important because performance measures like AUC, as well as the reliability of 

the model itself, depends on the prevalence of the target species as well as because calibration

of RPPO values in terms of TPP strongly increases the usefulness of HSM models (Ward et 
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al. 2009). Furthermore, data used to evaluate one generation of models can be added to the 

training data for second-generation models (e.g. Guisan et al. 2006a).

AUC, by far the most widely used measure of HSM performance in comparative 

studies, has recently been strongly criticised, e.g. by Lobo et al. (2008). Our results confirm 

that AUC is strongly data-dependent, and that this measure does not provide information on 

overall model goodness-of-fit when used on presence-only data (Elith and Graham 2009). 

Comparison of AUC values between species, study areas and data types should be made with 

great care, taking factors that effect AUC into account. The criticisms that AUC summarises

model performance over regions of the ROC space in which one rarely operate, and that

omission and commission errors are weighted equally by AUC, are however easily overcome 

by also reporting other properties of the ROC curve such as MST, MDT and sensitivity and 

specificity values for different RPPO thresholds. Our results show that for a rare species like 

S. humilis, with low prevalence, the most appropriate threshold according to the MST 

criterion (the threshold that minimises the overall misclassification rate) slightly favours the 

ability to predict observed presences (sensitivity ~ 0.8) over the ability to correctly predict 

observed absences (specificity ~0.7).

Conclusion: implications for habitat suitability modelling of rare species

Our Maxent-derived habitat suitability model for Scorzonera humilis demonstrates the 

potential of HSM methods for predicting occurrences also of species that are, at the outset, 

particularly difficult to predict. For S. humilis in SE Østfold, such properties are: (1) rarity 

(low prevalence), which makes collection of good training (and independent evaluation) data 

time consuming; (2) scattered occurrence all over the study area due to lack of limitation by 

climatic factors; (3) affiliation with semi-natural grassland and dependence on traditional 

management, factors for which relevant descriptors are difficult to obtain, notably with wall-

to-wall coverage; and (4) the sparse set of environmental predictors available.

Our results show that independent evaluation data add strongly to the value of HSM 

models for rare species. Evaluation on independently collected high-quality presence-absence 

data is not only indispensable for assessing the quality of the niche model, but also by making

estimation of true probabilities of occurrence for all pixels in the study area possible.

Availability of such estimates opens for stratified probability-based sampling of rare species 

(and habitat types) by use of spatial predictions from a HSM model (Guisan et al. 2006a). 
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This is of high relevance for monitoring and assessment studies because sampling costs may 

be strongly reduced.

Maxent is evidently able to produce good HSM models even for ‘difficult’ species 

when the predictor variable set that a priori was considered far from optimal. Our result

accords with studies demonstrating high ability of the Maxent method to perform well over a 

wide range of data properties (e.g. Elith et al. 2006). We also believe that the use of a raster 

for predictor and response variables with a resolution (25 m linear scale) that accords with the 

size of patches of the target species and the scale of variation of niche factors of importance 

for this species, contribute strongly to the good performance of the model (cf. also Guisan et 

al. 2006a, Parolo et al. 2008). Our study does, however, suggest opportunities for further

improvement of the S. humilis model and for HSM models in general. In particular, we will 

mention improved land-cover data, availability of digitised historical map information, 

improved and updated fine-scale resolution maps for derivation of fine-grained predictors of 

high quality. Improvements in all of these respects will contribute to the making of even more 

robust habitat suitability models and predictive distribution maps in the future, for rare plant 

species and other organisms.
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Table 1. Explanatory variables (7 continuous and 1 categorical) corresponding to all 25 x 25 

m pixels in the study area, with summary statistics.

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean

Distance to nearest road (m) 0 168 27

Distance to nearest arable land (m) 0 4606 158

Solar radiation, equinox [derived from the digital 

elevation model (DEM)]

4788 11511 9276

Solar radiation, winter (derived from DEM) 0 819 326

Solar radiation, summer (derived from DEM) 23844 27783 26734

Land-cover class Categorical, 37 classes

Topographic wetness index (TWI; derived from DEM) –3.14 8.15 –0.03

Altitude (derived from DEM), m.a.s.l. 1 208 104
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Table 2. The relative contribution of environmental predictor variables to the Maxent habitat 

suitability model for Scorzonera humilis.

Predictor variable Contribution (%)

Distance to nearest road 46.9

Distance to nearest arable land 38.5

Land-cover class 7.1

Altitude 5.7

Solar radiation, equinox 0.9

Solar radiation, summer 0.4

Topographic wetness index 0.3

Solar radiation, winter 0.2
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Figures

Figure 1. Map showing the 237 study sites in the south-eastern part (grey area) of Østfold 

county, Norway.
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Figure 2. Map showing habitat suitability for Scorzonera humilis according to the Maxent 

model, detailed map inserted.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of the Maxent HSM model for Scorzonera humilis by the independent 

evaluation data set, plot showing the observed frequency of occurrence (OFO) for each 10-%

relative predicted probability of occurrence (RPPO) class. S. humilis presence observations 

detected during collection of the independent evaluation data set are indicated above each 

point.
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Figure 4. True probability of Scorzonera humilis presence (TPP), with 95 % confidence 

intervals, modelled as a function of relative predicted probability of occurrence (RPPO) by 

GLM (logistic regression). The slope of the model logit(TPP) = 4.207·RPPO – 5.798 was 

strongly significantly different from zero (p = 0.00017).
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Figure 5. ROC curve for the evaluation data, showing minimum difference threshold (MDT) 

and maximised sum threshold (MST) values. Sensitivity is synonymous with the True 

positive rate and specificity equals 1 – False positive rate.
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Figure 6. Observed frequency of occurrence (OFO) in the extended evaluation data set 

distributed on each 10-% relative predicted probability of occurrence (RPPO) class given by 

Maxent. Number of S. humilis patches detected during collection of the extended evaluation 

data set is indicated above each point.
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